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Motiaate all gour answer*

1. Decide which of the following statements are true and which are false.

Prove the true ones and provide counterexamples for the false ones.

(a) (3pt) If a is an upper bound of a set .E e IR and a e E, then o is the
supremum of E. , 

s

(b) (apt) Let X be a set md {8,}oe4 be a collection of subsets of X,
then

(g'")" : r'-
(c) (Spt) Let {r"} and {g"} be sequences of real numbers. If c,, con-

verges to zerorand Un ) 0 for all z € N, then xnyn converges.

2. (a) (3pt) Use the sequential characterization of limits to prove that

/(','f{ 'r"1}1 
ii r+Öl' : - 'i \

to if r:o
has no limit as r -+ 0.

(b) (apt) Let / be a function that is continuous in point a and /(o) ) 0.

Provethatthereexist aó>0 suchthat Í(")> 0 if lc-ol < ó.

3. (5pt) Formulate Rolle's Theorem and prove this theorem.

(2pt) Formulate Taylor's Theorem.

(2pt) Let Í(") -- log(r) and a e N. Find the Taylor polynomial
o .- oÍ,1tn.-tn .

(3pt) Prove that if r e [1,2], then

llog(r) - P"(r)l3
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(a) (3pt) If / is increasing on [a,b] and P : {ro,nts.-.;r,,} is any
partition of [a,ö], prove that

tl

I tuifil - mig))ari < (,f(à) - /(a))llpll.
j:r

(b) (spt)
Prove that if / is increasing on [a,b], then / is integrable on [a,b].

(c) (2pt)
Prove that if / is monotone on [a, à], therr / is integrable on {a, ö].
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